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(54) Image processing apparatus and method and storage medium

(57) An image processing apparatus which obtains

an output result faithful to an original image independ-

ently of characteristics of a device to optically read the

original image. When the original image is read by an

image scanner, layout and the like of the read image are

analyzed, recognition is performed on characters, and

compression is performed on an image area. The image

data is stored with Profile (color characteristic informa-

tion) unique to the image scanner. When the image is

displayed or print-outputted, color matching is per-

formed in accordance with Profile of a display device or

printer and the Profile of the image scanner, and the im-

age is reproduced.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

s [0001] The present invention relates to image processing apparatus and method and a storage medium, and more

particularly, to image processing apparatus and method and storage medium for optically reading an original image

and producing a color output.

[0002] Conventionally, when a original document is edited and reused, the image is read by a scanner, and character

recognition is performed on the read image. Further, in recent years, as many documents have a complicated layout,

10 layout analysis processing is performed prior to character recognition, and the precision of layout analysis processing

has been increasingly valued.

[0003] If layout recognition and character recognition have been performed on a document original and the document

is stored in the format of processed result, it is convenient to use the data in a search system.

[0004] The storage format in this case usually is a file format of a particular application program. For examples, the

ib format is RTF (Rich Text Format) by Microsoft Corporation. Ichitaro (trademark of Justsystem Corporation) format, or

recently, HTML (Hyper-Text Markup Language) format often used on the Internet.

[0005] However, if documents are in different formats of particular application programs, compatibility between the

formats may not be realized. Further, if document data is read by using another application program, the layout of the

document may become different from the original document, thus, the conversion precision may be lowered.

20 [0006] Then, there has been a need for an intermediate format to hold information obtained from the results of layout

analysis and character recognition processing, for as many types as possible, and maintain precision in conversion to

various application programs.

[0007] Against this background, proposed are formats to realize compatibility among various application software or

systems by conversion processing. These formats are SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) format and

25 PDF (Portable Document Format), for example. Such intermediate formats are needed and utilized. Here these formats

will be called a DAOF (Document Analysis Output Format) as a temporary format name, for convenience of explanation.

[0008] Upon filing or exchanging document images, image data are stored as bitmap data, or compressed and stored

or exchanged. However, in a case where a data format remains the same, a problem occurs when the image data is

used later unless the data represents a natural image. For example, if an image including text is stored, search using

30 a character string in the text cannot be made. Further, the text cannot be re-edited by wordprocessor software or the

like on a computer.

Accordingly, there is a need for a format to hold a document image in compressed state, and further, hold the results

of image analysis, as character code, layout description, description of imaging figure, picture and the like, further, to

send the result of analysis of table structure to spreadsheet software or the like.

35 [0009] As a solution, the DAOF format, thought by the present inventor, is used for analysis of document image, and

provides a data structure comprising, as results of document image analysis, data storage areas of layout descriptor,

character recognition descriptor, table structure descriptor and image descriptor. The layout descriptor contains at-

tribute information of respective areas in the document, TEXT, TITLE, CAPTION, LINEART, PICTURE, FRAME, TABLE

and the like, and rectangular area address information corresponding to the areas. The character recognition descriptor

40 contains the results of character recognition on the character areas, TEXT TITLE, CAPTION and the like. The table

descriptor contains the details of table structure of a table portion determined as TABLE. The image descriptor contains

image data, determined in the layout descriptor as PICTURE, LINEART and the like, cut out from the original image.

Fig. 3A shows the structure.

[0010] The structure of these described results of analysis is stored, not only as an intermediate data but also as

45 one file.

[0011] The results of image document analysis are stored in this manner. Then further, there is an increasing need

to store color information in addition to character information and layout information in the document image.

[0012] The above-described DAOF structure is made with emphasis on faithfully reproducing the results of layout

recognition and character recognition. However, this structure does not enable faithful reproduction of colors of original

so image in monitor displaying or printing the file information. The faithful color reproduction cannot be performed without

color matching to match the characteristics of an input device and those of an output device.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

55 [0013] The present invention has been made in consideration of the above situation, and has its object to provide

image processing apparatus and method and storage medium which enable a color management system (CMS) to

obtain an output result faithful to an original image regardless of characteristics of means for optically reading the

original image.
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[0014] According to the present invention, the foregoing object is attained by providing an image processing appa-

ratus which optically reads a color original image by input means, and converts the read original image into color

document data with a predetermined structure, comprising storage means for storing unique information indicative of

input characteristics of the input means, used when reading the color original image, as a part of definition of the color

s document data.

[0015] Another object of the present invention is, when a document read by a scanner or the like from a paper

document and document-analyzed is utilized on a computer, to reproduce colors of a color image, especially colors of

a natural image in the document, closely to colors of the original paper document.

[0016] Further, another object of the present invention is to enable color reproduction based on color information of

10 a character area of the above image as much as possible, and to reproduce a base color of the document as much

as possible.

[0017] In accordance with preferred embodiments of the present invention, the' foregoing objects are attained by

providing document image analysis data structure as follows.

is (1) DAOF Header

(2) Scanner Profile

(3) Layout descriptor

(4) Character recognition descriptor

(5) Table analysis descriptor

20 (6) Image descriptor

(7) Color descriptor

[0018] In the embodiments, as the item to store the "Scanner Profile" is extended, the color reproduction in the image

descriptor (6) is possible.

25 [0019] Further, the extension is effective in the color reproduction in the character recognition descriptor (4), and in

the reproduction of base color of a document image represented in the color descriptor (7).

[0020] As a procedure to generate the above-described DAOF,

(1) Color characteristics of a color imaqe input device are obtained in the form of Scanner Profile. As the color

30 characteristics differ in accordance with scanner type, scanner information of the color image input device is also

stored.

(2) Next, document analysis is performed on a color document image, to extract the above-described TEXT area,

a table area, an image area and the like (layout descriptor). In the TEXT area, character recognition is performed

(character recognition descriptor). In the table area, table analysis processing is performed (table analysis descrip-

35 tor). In the image area (including line image), a bitmap image is cut out and stored as data without conversion as

in character code (in case of figure portion such as a line image, vectors are obtained in accordance with necessity).

(3) In the color descriptor, color information of the areas extracted upon layout processing (2) are described. For

example, a base color, the color in an area and the like are described.

40 [0021] To display on a computer or color print-output an electronic document described in the above format, a code

descriptor must be converted to that appropriate to the output device. For example, to use the document on MS V\tord

(trademark of Microsoft Corporation), the code descriptor must be converted to that in the RTF (Rich Text Format)

format. To color print-output the document, the code descriptor must be converted to, e.g., that in PostScript (trademark

of Adobe Systems Incorporated) format. However, in the image area, the position information must be converted to

45 that in an appropriate format, but the bitmap data itself is merely transferred. Upon this transfer, to realize the CMS in

the original image, the Scanner Profile, and Monitor Profile or Printer Profile unique to the output device are utilized to

perform image data conversion. Then the image data is transferred.

[0022] Further, the color information of the respective areas described in the color descriptor is similarly converted,

and after the CMS has been realized, converted into the respective description formats.

so [0023] As described above, the present invention enables faithful color reproduction in addition to faithful document

reproduction upon recognition and processing a document image for reuse.

[0024] Other features and advantages of the present invention will be apparent from the following description taken

in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like reference characters designate the same name or simitar

parts throughout the figures thereof.

55

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of the specification, illustrate
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embodiments of the invention and, together with the description, serve to explain the principles of the invention.

Fig. 1 is an explanatory view showing the relation between original images and the results of document analysis

according to a first embodiment of the present invention;

s Fig. 2 is a schematic flowchart showing processing according to the first embodiment;

Figs. 3A and 3B are tables showing the conventional data format and the data format of the first embodiment;

Fig. 4 is an explanatory view showing the data structure of the embodiment in detail;

Fig. 5 is a flowchart showing a process procedure according to the first embodiment;

Fig. 6 is an explanatory view showing the system construction of the first embodiment;

10 Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing an operation process procedure according to a third embodiment of the present

invention;

Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing the construction of an image processing apparatus of the first embodiment; and

Fig. 9 is an example oL a profile table according to a second embodiment of the present invention.

15 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0026] Preferred embodiments of the present invention will now be described in detail in accordance with the ac-

companying drawings.

20 [First Embodiment]

[0027] Fig. 1 shows an example of progress of color document processing characteristic of the present invention.

When an original document 101 is read by a scanner or the like, and layout analysis and character recognition are

performed on the read data, document analysis result 102 is generated. In the document analysis result 102, frames

25 are shown as the results of layout analysis, and images in the frames are analysis results respectively having signifi-

cance. For example, in a frame where a character string ^reports-
1
' is described, character recognition processing is

performed. A picture of "beer
11

is treated as an image, and a bitmap image is cutout. To reduce the amount of information,

the image may be compressed. Further, processing appropriate to the respective areas such as line, table and line

image are performed.

30 [0028] In monitor display 1 03, color matching characteristic of the present invention is displayed. In the cut out image

area, one pixel comprises 24 bit data where 8 bits are allotted to each of RGB colors. If the data is displayed without

any processing as shown on the monitor display 103, an image based on the characteristics of the scanner device is

displayed. For example, a purplish red based on the scanner characteristic is represented as red based on the monitor

characteristic. Thus a color difference occurs. This problem is solved by providing a Profile for CMS in the document

35 analysis result. That is, the document analysis result includes Scanner Profile and scanner information (model name

or the like). Upon monitor display, matching is performed between the Scanner Profile and the Monitor Profile. The

image area such as a photographic image in the document analysis result is data-converted based on the Profiles,

and displayed. In the monitor display 103, color reproducibility of a display image can be ensured. Similarly, in color

print 104, a Printer Profile is compared with the Scanner Printer, data is converted, and print-outputted. Thus, color

40 reproducibility upon printing can be ensured.

[0029] Note that when the image data is outputted to a color printer or monitor, if the imaqe scanner used for reading

the image is connected to the device, as matching is not necessary, display or printing can be made without any

problem. If an information processing apparatus connected to a printer is provided separately from an information

processing apparatus connected to an image scanner, image read by the image scanner may be stored, with the

45 Scanner Profile, into a storage medium such as a floppy disk. If these apparatuses are connected to a network, image

information with the Scanner Profile can be transmitted/received via the network.

[0030] Further, if a document with background color 1 05 is handled, the color information is held in the color descriptor.

In this example, the background has a single color and processing is simple. In the color descriptor, colors can be

designated for respective areas, based on the results of layout analysis.

so [0031] In this case, as color data holds the characteristics of a scanner upon reading, when the image is displayed

on a monitor or printed, color reproducibility can be ensured by color matching correction similar to the matching as

described above.

[0032] Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing the construction of an image processing apparatus of the first embodiment.

[0033] In Fig. 8, reference numeral 1 denotes a CPU which controls the overall apparatus; 2, a ROM for storing a

55 BIOS, a boot program and the like; 3, a RAM for loading an OS and various application programs; 4, an input device

comprising a keyboard and a pointing device such as a mouse; 5, a network interface unit for information transmission/

reception between the apparatus and a network 11 ; 6, a video controller having a video memory; 7, a display device

to display an image based on a video signal from the video controller 6; B, an external storage device in which the OS
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(e.g., Windows by Microsoft Corporation) and the various application programs and data files are stored; 9, an image

scanner which reads an original image as a color image; and 10, a color printer. Note that characteristic information

of the display 7, the scanner 9 and the printer 10, Display Profile, Scanner Profile and Printer Profile, are stored in

advance in the external storage device 8.

5 [0034] Next, the operation processing of the above construction will be described in accordance with the flowchart

of Fig. 2. Note that a program of the flowchart is stored in the external storage device 8, and is loaded onto the RAM

3 and executed.

[0035] At step S201
,
processing starts, to pick up a document image from the scanner 9. At step S202, layout rec-

ognition (described later) is performed to analyze character area, figure and natural image area, table area, line and

10 frame area. At the same time, analysis is performed on color information of a character base color such as base color

or line marker, a character color and the like.

[0036] Next, at step S203, character recognition (described later) is performed. This processing is made with respect

to an area determined as a character area in the layout recognition processing (step S202), for each character. The

recognition results include several characters as the first candidate, the second candidate, .... for each character.

is [0037] In image processing (step S204), especially, a multivalued color image is cut out, and correspondence be-

tween the image and the above-described DAOF is obtained. The image data has, e.g., an RGB 24-bit color data

structure. In this processing, the image data may be held without any processing, or the image data may be compressed

and held. Further, a rectangular mask may be overlaid on the original image, without cutting the image out, and only

the position of the image may be linked to the DAOF.

20 [0038] In Profile storage processing (step S205), when the image is inputted, the Scanner Profile is stored with

correspondence with the read image. In this processing, the Profile previously adjusted, as shown in Fig. 8, is utilized.

Similar processing is performed forte display monitor, printer and the like.

[0039] In a case where the document image data has not been inputted from the scanner 9 of the apparatus itself

but obtained otherwise, e.g., only the image data is inputted via the network, the Profile of input device does not exist.

25 in this case, (1 ) no Profile data may be stored; (2) the data may be stored with correspondence with a default Profile;

or (3) the Monitor Profile upon use of the computer may be replaced with the Scanner Profile and the data may be stored.

[0040] In case of (1), as the original image has no Profile, upon monitor display, the image data itself is displayed.

In this case, as the original image itself does not exist, there is no serious problem even if colors of the display image

somewhat differ. However, when the image is outputted by the printer, colors of the printed image are considerably

30 different from those of the displayed image since the color reproduction range of the scanner and that of the monitor

are greatly different from that of the printer. Further, the scanner and the monitor produce an output in accordance with

luminance data, while the printer produces an output in accordance with concentration data Thus, the difference in

color space is considerably great between the scanner or monitor and the printer

[0041] Accordingly, it is desirable to store a default Profile (2). In this storage processing, the characteristics of a

35 scanner are used as the default Profile, as often used, or the color reproduction range may be reduced to a minimum

range that can be shared with other output devices. In case of processing (3), as the Scanner Profile and the Monitor

Profile have many corresponding portions, they can be replaced with each other. In this case, the Profile of the currently-

used monitor is inserted into the DAOF.

[0042] By the above methods, an image obtained from the other device than the scanner can be handled.

40 [0043] At step S206, the data is converted to data of intermediate format having the DAOF structure, and stored into

the external storage device 8.

[0044] Figs. 3A and 3B show the data structures for storing the results of the above-described processin. Fig. 3A

shows the conventional data format for storing the results of analysis of a document image. Fig. 3B shows the data

format having a Scanner Profile descriptor 302 according to the present embodiment.

45 [0045] Fig. 4 shows the data structure according to the embodiment in detail.

[0046] The Scanner Profile comprises (1 ) Color space data, (2) Gamma data and (3) White data. In the Color space

data, parameters for conversion equation between device color space (R, G and B) and standard color space (X, Y

and Z), i.e.,
n
e00

" to "G^" in the following equation are described;

50

55

00
Y

Z

^00 0oi 002

010 011 012

V02O 0n 622 j

[0047] In the Gamma data, gamma curves of the respective R, G and B of the device are described.
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[0048] In the White data, (R, G and B) values representing White color of the device are described.

[0049] In the layout descriptor, the rectangular area addresses of the analyzed respective blocks and their attributes

are described. Explanations of other various information will be omitted.

[0050] In the character recognition descriptor, detailed information of a corresponding character area is described

5 in a Block Descriptor In a Line Descriptor, information on one line is described. The information in each Line Descriptor

is generated from information on character delimiting in character recognition. In an Element Descriptor, the results of

character recognition (character codes), as the first candidate to nth candidate, are described. In the present embod-

iment, about eight candidates are described.

[0051] In the table descriptor, as well as the rectangular area address information, attributes TABLE, REGION, CELL

10 and ELEMENT are given. The attribute TABLE represents an area of the entire table. The attribute REGION represents

an area of the maximum frame surrounded by lines. The attribute CELL represents a minimum unit frame having

significance in the table. The attribute ELEMENT represents a frame of one-line unit character string area.

[0052] The image descriptor comprises rectangular area information, information image type information, indicating

resolution information and the like.

75 [0053] In the color descriptor, color(s) within frame information in the layout descriptor is described. For example, if

the document has a single base color, the color is described in a color designation in a Page at the lop level. Further,

the color within the table or the like is described. Mainly, a background color is described.

. [0054] Fig. 5 shows a process procedure according to the present embodiment.

[0055] First, when the process starts, an original image is inputted at step S502. Then, it is determined at step S503

20 whether or not the input image is read by the scanner 9 connected to the system. If it is determined that the image has

been read from the scanner 9, the Scanner Profile of the scanner 9 is read from the external storage device B at step

S504, and data in correspondence with the DAOF format is generated. On the other hand, if it is determined that the

image has been inputted from the network or another medium (e.g., a removable storage device such as a floppy disk),

the Scanner Profile is not generated nor read (step S505).

25 [0056] Thereafter, layout recognition processing is performed on the input image (step S506), to recognize the cat-

egory of each block as TEXT (character), TABLE (table), image, and others.

[0057] More specifically, black pixels of document image data are detected, and a rectangular frame of black pixel

block is generated by outline tracing or labeling. Next, it is determined whether the frame is a character area (title, text,

caption or the like), figure and natural image area, a table (TABLE) area or the like, based on the density of black pixels,

30 existence/absence of adjacent rectangular block, length/width ratio and the like, to perform various processing's as

follows.

[0058] If it is determined that the frame is a table area (step S509), character portions and line portions constructing

the table can be separated by tracing continuous black pixels, by any of outline tracing and labeling. Regarding the

lines constructing the table, the lengths and coordinates of the respective line segments are extracted. Regarding the

35 characters in the table, an arbitrary character recognition program (which is also called in processing on the TEXT

area) is called so as to perform character recognition (step S510).

[0059] Further, if it is determined that the frame is an image area (step S511 ), the image is cut out at step S51 2 (the

coordinates and the size information are also stored). If compression is necessary, the image is compressed.

[0060] If it is determined that the frame is a TEXT area (step S507), character recognition is performed. The character

40 recognition processing includes, e.g., feature vector extraction, comparison and the like. Assuming that a character

"A" exists in the document image data, the character is cut out at the first stage. In this processing, a rectangle portion

of the character, obtained by detecting the status of continuity of black pixels, is cut out. At the second stage, the

character is cut out as m X n, e.g., in 64 X 64 blocks. Then, a 2 X 2 block window is used to extract directions of

distribution of black pixels (direction vector information). The window is shifted, and obtain several tens of direction

45 vector information. The vector information are treated as the features of the character. The feature vectors are compared

with a predetermined character recognition dictionary, to extract characters from the closest one, as the first candidate,

then, a next closest one, as the second candidate, and then, a third closest one, as the third candidate. The approxi-

mation of feature vectors to a candidate character is represented as how short the distance between the vectors and

the character is, i.e., a numerical value of similarity. A character having a higher similarity is a candidate with higher

so precision. Note that character recognition may be performed by any other method.

[0061] When the various areas have been processed as above, the process proceeds to step S515, at which the

color descriptor is generated. This processing is made so as to match the colors in monitor display or printing to those

of the original image.

[0062] The respective color reproduction ranges (color space) of the scanner (input device), the printer and the

55 monitor are stored in advance. That is, parameters for converting the color space of a device to the standard color

space are obtained and tabulated, and stored in the format of Profile unique to the device. For example, if there are

the Scanner Profile and the Monitor Profile, matching can be made between the colors of the input image and those

of monitor display image.

6
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[0063] The Scanner Profile and the Monitor Profile, both based on luminance, have the same form. The Printer

Profile, with a greatly different color reproduction range, has another format.

[0064] Thus, when the color descriptor has been generated, the process proceeds to step S51 6, at which the DAOF

is generated, and the process ends.

5 [0065] As a result of the above processing, if the image read by the scanner 9 connected to the present apparatus

is transferred to another terminal (e.g., a terminal X) on the network, as the image is accompanied with the Scanner

Profile of the scanner 9, the image can be reproduced on a monitor of the terminal X, or print-outputted in colors

matched to the original image.

[0066] Next, an application of the present embodiment will be described.

10 [0067] Fig. 6 shows an example of a system to which the embodiment is applied. In the construction of Fig. 6, a

computer 601 comprises the construction as shown in Fig. 8. A color image is inputted from a scanner 602 connected

to the computer 601 . The above-described document analysis processing is performed on the image data. Then gen-

erated analysis result data 608 is stored with the Profile of the scanner 602. In Fig. 6, the analysis result data is reused

in another device on the network. A monitor 603 has its own Monitor Profile. Based on the Monitor Profile and the

is Scanner Profile, color matching can be made between a monitor image arid the original image. Similarly, if a color

printer 605 prints an image based on the input image data, color matching is performed based on the Printer Profile

and the Scanner Profile, then printing is performed.

[0068] Even in a color copier 604 having a scanner and a printer, once document analysis is performed, similar

processing is performed.

20 [0069] Note that the computer 601 has the Scanner Profile of the scanner 602 connected to the computer, and various

output devices or computers connected to the output devices have Profiles of the output devices. Accordingly, color

matching is performed in the output stage, and an output device, with any output device characteristics, can obtain an

image in approximately the same colors as those of the original image.

25 [Second Embodiment]

[0070] In the above embodiment, the Profiles of the devices are locally held. However, the statuses of the devices

connected to the computer may change, and the Profiles may change by control. Then, it may be arranqed such that

the Profiles of the various devices are managed by a server on the network, and the Profile of an output device,

30 appropriate to scanner information (name, ID and the like specifying the scanner) described in the Scanner Profile in

the DAOF, is downloaded from the server side and color matching is performed.

[0071] Fig. 9 shows contents of a profile table managed by the server. As shown in Fig. 9, information on each device

constructs information specifying the device (network address in Fig. 9), the type and function of the device, and a

profile file name.

3$ [0072] Preferably, when a client terminal on the network inputs an image from a scanner on the network or outputs

a read image onto the network, the image is accompanied with information unique to the input or output device (e.g.,

an ID), and corresponding Profile is obtained from the server with the unique information as a key.

[0073] As a result, as the file itself merely have information specifying the input device but does not have the above-

described Profile, the amount of data can be reduced.

40

[Third Embodiment]

[0074] Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing an operation process procedure according to a third embodiment of the present

invention. In this case, there are a plurality of scanner as described above, and image data is obtained from unspecified

4S one of the scanners. The processing is made by the processing system as shown in Fig. 5. The data is stored in status

of no Scanner Profile. Next, when the stored DAOF is displayed on a monitor, the bitmap data is displayed without any

processing.

[0075] Fig. 7 shows processing especially on the image area. At step S702, the DAOF is read, and at step S703, it

is examined whether or not a Scanner Profile exists. If no Scanner Profile exists, processing for no Profile status is

so performed at step S705. This processing does not realize the CMS. If the Scanner Profile exists, color matching is

performed at step S704.

[0076] At step S706, monitor display is performed, and at step S707, it is determined whether or not scanner profile

exists. If it is determined at step S708 that the image is sufficiently displayed on the monitor, the Monitor Profile is

inserted into the DAOF. At this time, if the display is not satisfactory, color control is performed. At step S709, the DAOF
55 is stored again.

[0077] In this example, the Monitor Profile is inserted into the DAOF because the Scanner Profile and the Monitor

Profile can be handled as data strictures similar to each other, as described above. By the above processing, color

reproduction in the output result by the color printer 605 and that by the monitor display 603 are the same.

7
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[0078] Note that in the embodiments, layout analysis is performed on a color original image read by an image scanner,

and various processing are performed for the respective image types. However, only to faithfully reproduce an original

image and display the reproduced image, only the read image information and the Profile of the image scanner as the

input device are necessary. That is, at the stage of display or output by an output device such as a printer, required is

5 only color matching between the Profile of the image scanner and the Profile of the output device.

[0079] The present invention can be applied to a system constituted by a plurality of devices or to an apparatus

comprising a single device.

[0080] Further, the object of the present invention can be also achieved by providing a storage medium storing

program codes for performing the aforesaid processes to a system or an apparatus, reading the program codes with

10 a computer (e.g., CPU, MPU) of the system or apparatus from the storage medium, then executing the program.

[0081] In this case, the program codes read from the storage medium realize the functions according to the embod-

iments, and the storage medium storing the program codes constitutes the invention.

[0082] Further, the storage medium, such as a floppy disk, a hard disk, an optical disk, a magneto-optical disk, CD-

ROM, CD-R, a magnetic tape, a non-volatile type memory card, and ROM can be used for providing the program codes.

is [0083] Furthermore, besides aforesaid functions according to the above embodiments are realized by executing the

program codes which are read by a computer, the present invention includes a case where an OS (operating system)

or the like working on the computer performs a part or entire processes in accordance with designations of the program

codes and realizes functions according. to the above embodiments.

[0084] Furthermore, the present invention also includes a case where, after the program codes read from the storage

20 medium are written in a function expansion card which is inserted into the computer or in a memory provided in a

function expansion unit which is connected to the computer, CPU or the like contained in the function expansion card

or unit performs a part or entire process in accordance with designations of the program codes and realizes functions

of the above embodiments.

[0085] As described above, according to the embodiments, by describing Profile information for color matching in a

25 document analysis descriptor, following advantages are obtained.

(1 )
Upon monitor display and print output, the colors of a color image area can be matched to those in an original

image.

(2) Similarly, a base color and colors of color-displayed image match to those of an original document.

30

[0086] As described above, according to the present invention, an output result faithful to an original image can be

obtained independently of characteristics of means for optically reading the original image.

[0087] As many apparently widely different embodiments of the present invention can be made without departing

from the spirit and scope thereof, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the specific embodiments

35 thereof except as defined in the appended claims.

[0088] The computer code used in the method of the present invention can be obtained in electronic form for example

by downloading the code over a network such as the internet. Thus in accordance with another aspect of the present

invention there is provided an electrical signal carrying processor implementable instructions for controlling a processor

to carry out the method as hereinbefore described.

40

Claims

1. An image processing apparatus which optically reads a color original image by input means (602), and converts

45 the read original image into color document data with a predetermined structure, comprising storage means for

storing unique information indicative of input characteristics of said input means, used when reading said color

original image, as a part of definition of said color document data.

2. The image processing apparatus according to claim 1 , further comprising color matching means for performing

50 color matching (S704) based on unique information indicative of characteristics of a predetermined output device

and the unique information stored in said storage means, when said color document data is outputted from said

output device.

3. The image processing apparatus according to claim 1 , further comprising:

55

layout analysis means (S202) for discriminating character and noncharacter areas of the read color original

image and analyzing layout of each area to obtain layout information for each area; and

character recognition means (S203) for performing character recognition on the character area,

8
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wherein the layout information obtained by said layout analysis means and character information obtained by

said character recognition means are stored in said storage means as a part of the definition of said color

document data.

5 4. The image processing apparatus according to claim 1 , wherein said unique information is input/output color char-

acteristic information of said input means or output means.

10

The image processing apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising means for accessing a server having

means for storing color characteristic information of said input means,

wherein said unique information is information indicative of the color characteristic information stored in said

server

6. The image processing apparatus according to claim 1 , wherein if there is no unique information of said input means

is with respect to the color original image to be outputted on a display device, unique information of said display

device is stored in said storage means.

7. An image processing method for optically reading a color original image by input means, and converting the read

original image into color document data with a predetermined structure, comprising a storage step of storing unique

20 information indicative of input characteristics of said input means, used when reading said color original image,

as a part of definition of said color document data.

8. A storage medium containing program code, read and executed by a computer, so as to function as an image

processing apparatus which optically reads a color original image by input means, and converts the read original

25 image into color document data with a predetermined structure, comprising a storage process program code for

storing unique information indicative of input characteristics of said input means, used when reading said color

original image, as a part of definition of said color document data.

9. An image processing apparatus comprising;

30

readinq means for reading an original as color image data;

first input means for inputting information on color characteristics of said reading means into the color image

data read by said reading means;

storage means for storing the information inputted by said first input means with said color image data;

35 output means for reproduction-outputting the stored color image data;

second input means for inputting information on color characteristics of said output means;

matching means for performing matching between the information inputted by said second input means and

the information inputted by said first input means; and

supply means for correcting said color image data based on color characteristics obtained by the matching,

40 and supplying said color image data to said output means.

10. The image processing apparatus according to claim 9, further comprising connection means for establishing con-

nection with a network, wherein the information inputted by said first and second input means are stored in a server

on said network.

11. The image processing apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the information on color characteristics inputted

by said first and second input means include a group of parameters indicative of relation between input or output

colors and standard colors, information on y curves of respective color components, and values of the respective

color components to represent white.

12. An image processing apparatus control method comprising:

a first input step of inputting information on color characteristics of original reading means into the color image

data;

55 a storage step of storing the information inputted at said first input step with said color image data;

a second input step of inputting information on color characteristics of image reproduction means;

a matching step of performing matching between the information inputted at said second input step and the

information inputted at said first input step; and

9
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a supply step of correcting said color image data based on color characteristics obtained by the matching,

and supplying said color image data to said image reproduction means.

13. A storage medium containing program code read and executed by a computer, comprising:

first input process program code for inputting information on color characteristics of original reading means

into the color image data;

storage process program code for storing the information inputted at said first input process with said color

image data;

second input process program code for inputting information on color characteristics of image reproduction

means;

matching process program code for performing matching between the information inputted at said second

input process and the information inputted at said first input process; and

supply process program code for correcting said color image data based on color characteristics obtained by

the matching, and supplying said color image data to said image reproduction means.

14. An image processing apparatus comprising;

first input means for inputting color image data and information on color characteristics of reading means read

the color image data;

second input means for inputting information on color characteristics of color image reproduction output means;

and

supply means for performing matching between the information on the color characteristics inputted by said

first input means and that inputted by said second input means, correcting the color image data inputted by

said first input means based on color characteristics obtained by the matching, and supplying the color image

data to said reproduction output means.

15. The image processing apparatus according to claim 14, further comprising connection means for establishing

connection to a network,

wherein the information inputted by said first and second input means are stored in a server on said network.

16. The image processing apparatus according to claim 14, wherein the information on color characteristics inputted

by said first and second input means include a group of parameters indicative of relation between input or output

colors and standard colors, information on y curves of respective color components, and values of the respective

color components to represent white.

17. An image processing apparatus control method comprising;

a first input step of. inputting color image data and information on color characteristics of reading means read

the color image data;

a second input step of inputting information on color characteristics of color image reproduction output means;

and

a supply step of performing matching between the information on the color characteristics inputted at said first

input step and that inputted at said second input means, correcting the color image data inputted at said first

input step based on color characteristics obtained by the matching, and supplying the color image data to said

color image reproduction output means.

18. A storage medium containing program code read and executed by a computer, comprising:

first input process program code for inputting color image data and information on color characteristics of

reading means read the color image data;

second input process program code for inputting information on color characteristics of color image reproduc-

tion output means; and

supply process program code for performing matching between the information on the color characteristics

inputted at said first input process and that inputted at said second input process, correcting the color image

data inputted at said first input step based on color characteristics obtained by the matching, and supplying

the color image data to said color image reproduction output means.

10
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19. A method of image processing comprising the steps of;

scanning an original document in a scanner to obtain image data;

analysing the image data to obtain layout information;

£ performing character recognition processing on any portion of the document which comprises characters; and

storing the image data with the layout information, the results of any character recognition processing, and

information defining the colour processing characteristics of the scanner.

20. An electrical signal carrying processor implementable instructions for controlling a processor to carry out the meth-

10 od of any one of claims 7 and 1 9.
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